
IT problems are impossible to solve without context. Alert and distributed appli-

cation views simply do not provide sufficient information to respond quickly and 

accurately. Live Maps seamlessly integrates with Operations Manager 2007 to 

give your IT organization the right context to make intelligent business decisions. 

Only Live Maps puts IT problems in business terms. 

Live Maps allows IT Pros to map IT objects into dashboards, business processes 

and service topologies. Live Maps brings real-time, relevant information to users 

based on role. IT Pros see topologies and geographic maps. Business users see 

processes. Executives see dashboards. Everyone gets the right view. Live Maps 

ensures that organizations unlock and realize the ultimate value of Microsoft 

Operations Manager 2007.

Can you explain how an IT failure affects your business?

Simplify Complexity
IT environments are complex; 
monitoring should be simple.

Display complex network and application 
failures in easy to understand maps. 

Simplified maps immediately indentify 
business scope and impact.

Wizards and templates simplify imple-
mentation, configuration and updates.

Change-Aware
Maps are dynamically updated as 
IT environments change. 

Save hours building, maintaining and 
rebalancing monitoring maps.

Instantly create hundreds of maps in 
minutes based on simple rules.

Authorize the right team to view and 
maintain maps.

Business End-to-End
Visualize business impact to resolve the 
most critical problem first.

Build nested, end-to-end views of any 
IT environment as a business process.

Holistic approach reduces troubleshooting 
time and unnecessary problem hand-offs.

Run context-aware tasks and recoveries 
to guarantee service levels. 
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Unlock the full potential of Operations Manager 2007 with Live Maps.  
Translate IT to your company’s language once and for all. 

Features
Your Map, Your Way
- Create maps for technical and  

business users
- Create business process, topological, 

geographical or dashboard maps
- Over 300 geographical maps  

included

Access from Anywhere
- All maps are role-based and web 

accessible
- Display dashboards and business 

process maps in existing IT portals
- Availability reports created instantly 

based on map dependencies

Maps atop Maps
- Create unlimited nested relation-

ships across map type 
- Quickly drill down from business 

process level to rack level
- All maps allow for customized 

health-state roll-up

Seamless Integration
- Fully integrated into the Operations 

Manager console
- Contextual access to all Operations 

Manager functionality
- Adheres to Operations Manager’s 

built-in security

Easy to Use
- Wizards and templates make  

configuration simple
- Simple drag and drop interface
- Deploy useful maps in less than  

10 minutes

Benefits
Live Maps unlocks significant value in Ops Mgr. Live Maps allows IT Pros to create 
context and process-aware monitoring maps that perfectly fit any business.  
By adding Live Maps to Operations Manager 2007, IT organizations are able to 
maximize existing and future systems management investments. This promises that 
IT organizations can do more with existing people and infrastructure. 

With Live Maps you can:
- Determine business impact 70% faster
- Increase user accessibility to critical and relevant OpsMgr data by 60%
- Visualize immediate Executive value from Operations Manager
- Manage larger more diverse environments with existing IT operators

Examples

System Requirements
Hardware:
- Uses existing Microsoft Operations Manager 2007 deployment

Software:
- Live Maps Authoring console is installed with the Operations Manager 2007 console
- Live Maps OpsMgr Extension is installed with the Operations Manager 2007 console

View an online demo at www.savision.com/demo
Download an evaluation version at www.savision.com/eval

Use list views  to dynamically 
group objects based on simple 
rules

Create network topologies  
that are link aware

Add geographical perspective  
to Operations Manager

Quickly build and visualize  
the health of an order-to-cash 
process

Use templates and wizards  
to instantly create high-level  
business dashboards

Quickly transform a Visio-diagram 
into an overview-monitoring map
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